Smart city is a strategic entity that comprises of modern urban production factors in a common framework and highlights the growing importance of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). Telecommunications service providers have strengths and assets that can be utilized to bring the dream of a smart city environment into reality. This leads to a strong move that serves the needs of society by ensuring E-Governance rather than conventional setup of Governance. Establishing a customer contact centre is just the first part of the process of optimal digitalization of municipal operations and interactions with citizens. This research highlights how a contact center helps to achieve few goals of a by providing significant facilities to citizens.
INTRODUCTION
The world is increasingly instrumented, interconnected, and that all of its entities are getting smart. [1] A Smart City focuses on its main areas that are Information, Water, Energy, Mobility, Production, and Citizens. In Karachi following projects may be implemented:
• Smart Energy: Street lights, traffic lights network, energy remote management, etc.
• Smart Mobility: Planning of bus routes, bus monitoring web-real-time, traffic control centre, comprehensive system of access to the city center, regulatory system of surface parking, contact less card, information on shelters, etc.
• Smart Environment: telemetric network of acoustic limiters, urban indicator system [1] , [2] , Ultimately, the main objective is culmination of Karachi towards 'Smart City' to raise the technological jobs. The object of the investment activities is focused on the horizontality of the city features under an exclusive, safe and efficient platform. There is a platform required which monitors each subsystems of all the municipal departments in one place and it make sure that all sections should be fully operational, well managed and they should create enough contribution in the economics growth of country. Online municipal procedures should be available and provided by the City to its citizens and also the processes should contain well-defined action protocols in municipal areas. These performances bring together a unified control center, equipped with the "intelligence" to manage the processes and generate quality data to external companies to provide services and applications, create jobs and enable effective interaction with the society.
OBJECTIVE OF SMARTCITY

ELEMENTS OF THE SMARTCITY
A Control Center of 'SmartCity' equipped with cutting-edge equipment, including:
• Balanced Scorecard (BSC) -a management tool 
THE ROLE OF A CALL CENTER
The call centers (or contact centers) are facing a challenging environment as they are stuck in the war between past trend and emerging trend [6] . Businesses are struggling to cater the increased demands through the new and costly technology. The traditional premises-based solution increases the cost for any business in terms of capital & operational cost, time and expertise.
Hence the enterprises are moving towards deployment of new technology based call centers to maintain their core competencies and budget.
Traditional call centers were primary premises-based call centers; which catered limited customers (or potential customers) and responded to customer queries about specific info, lodging their complaints etc. Further a single customer was entertained at a time while they had no queuing mechanism established [4] . Most enterprises developed in-house call centers without realizing their additional cost and complexity. Hence the results attained through in-house call centers were quite poor. This paper also gives a glance at comparison between traditional, current and future approaches used in call centers. In future, 'contact center as a service' would use the technologies like cloud computing. These technologies are more helpful for smart cities as there is no initial setup cost is required.
Contact Center
TDM BASED TRADITIONAL CALL CENTER
The traditional call centers were equipped with TMD (Time-Division Multiplexing) based technology having circuit connections. These connections were used to attach one or more remote providers and to connect an incumbent LEC (Local Exchange Carrier) when local DID (Direct Inward Dialling) services were required. As due to dedicated nature of circuits in a given TDM carrier, major situations created the demand to set up T1 circuits for each connection to provide connectivity different carrier providers in order to meet the demand of services like inbound DID, inbound 0800 (Toll Free Number), long distance outbound and local outbound etc.
[3], [6] PJETS Exploring further its limitations, traditional call centers is limited to use services in a specific region around its location because it is associated with PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) rate center. PSTN rate center reduces its connectivity with other region due to costly point-to-point leased circuits. Hence there is no flexibility to make it functional in any other geographic rate center.
VOIP BASED CALL CENTER
Unlike TDM, VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) and SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) based
Trunking eliminates geographical limitation and allows DID services connect to call center; and hence transfers them to a desired traditional TDM based PSTN rate center. It also decimates circuit restriction as a call takes place through that rate center and passes into the IP network (Internet Protocol). [6] In this way the call can be carried into any signaling terminal point on respective IP network, irrespective of its location, hence geographical price penalties and routing restrictions are applied are avoided. The call in the IP network attains Global Number Portability (GNP) as the geographical restrictions are removed.
In the case of VoIP call center, a call initiated from call center A will come in the IP domain through SIP. The call is then routed to organization's owned router, which routes and forwards call (outbound call) across their network and terminates it to the destination of a client. In TDM based traditional call center, resources are consumed whether they are operational or idle. Hence the enterprises had to pay charges for any unused bandwidth also. While in VoIP, there are charges for physical circuits and connections and further it only charges the enterprise on the bases of monthly bandwidth usage. This means that if the call volume traffic was high in a specific month then the charges would be also high as compared to other months. Likewise for some small enterprises having less monthly call traffic the charges are less as they required usage of less bandwidth. Therefore VoIP not only eliminate geographical limitations, it also removes charges for idle connection.
HOSTED CALL CENTER
Hosted call centers are a type of call centers in which the setup is not established on-premise but rather it is hosted to some other third party vender, who specializes in call center technology and have already deployed its infrastructure [7] . 
CLOUD BASED CALL CENTER
The word 'cloud' basically derived from the network diagram used to show the internet [5] . By technology it means to use computing technology as a service, instead of as a product, available Over a network -Through the use of hosting centers it provides secure virtual connections with 99.999% availability and elastic network approach. Hence internet connectivity provides costeffective solutions to the services of a call center.
Figure 4: Cloud vs On-Premises Cost Analysis
Advantages [4] , [8] :
• Upfront Cost: Cloud based call centers do not require any upfront costs. It's purely subscription based service depending on factors such as bandwidth size, number of agents, number of softwares used. • Scalability / Elasticity: Leading cloud providers such as Amazon EC2 and Rackspace etc.
offers PaaS (Platform as a Service). PaaS offers companies to easily scale-up their infrastructure if their call volume traffic increased. It can be changed from hour-to-hour, day-to-day or monthly-to-monthly basis.
• Support for At-Home Agents: Due to easy PaaS and on demand solution, agents can sign in and work from their homes without the need for specific hardware. They only need a PC connected with high speed internet connectivity.
• Support for Multi-Apps: Being the nature of PaaS, agent can access multiple business apps simultaneously under the hood of a single panel.
• Maintenance: No maintenance charges will be charged by the company. Hosted cloud providers are responsible for all maintenance and upgrades.
• Availability: Most well-known cloud providers offer 99.999% availability, hence now the companies have to only focus on their core competencies rather than non-availability.
• Security: It provides high level of security than traditional and hosted-based contact centers. It offers services like physical security (as not everybody knows where the physical data centers are located), strong firewall, backup with frequency of 30min, 1hr, 4hr, 12hr, etc, 24/7 network monitoring through cloud engineers etc.
CONCLUSION
In the most battling era of competition, companies want to grow their business and to reach every individual customer with the use of latest cost-effective technologies and infrastructures. 
